Face recognition is a high-dimensional pattern recognition problem. It has rapidly evolved and has become very popular in recent years. In this paper, an efficient technique for face recognition based on genetic programming is proposed. Genetic programming is an evolutionary computation technique that automatically solves problems without having to tell the computer explicitly how to do it. Features extracting is one of the most important steps in this technique. The main goal of this paper is to answer the question "Who am I?" Further, the proposed technique is not affected by face recognition aspects such as lighting condition, varying facial expression, and varying pose. The results demonstrate that the proposed technique can obtain better performances than other existing face recognition techniques.
INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, face recognition has become one of the most active applications of visual pattern recognition due to its potential value for law enforcement, surveillance, and human-computer interaction [1] . Face recognition is used to identify one or more persons from still images or a video image sequence of a scene by comparing input images with faces stored in a database [2] . A number of approaches for face recognition and classification have been proposed in the literature. These can be classified as Principal Components Analysis (PCA) [3] , Fisher's Linear Discriminant (FLD) [4] , Independent Components [5] , Discriminative Common Vectors [6] and Laplacianfaces [7] . Face recognition is an unsolved problem under the conditions of pose, illumination, database size etc., still attracts significant research efforts [8] .
Scientists would like to be able to give the computer a problem and ask the computer to build a program to solve it [9] . Genetic programming is an evolutionary computation technique that automatically solves problems without having to tell the computer explicitly how to do it. Furthermore, it can automatically create a general solution to a problem in the form of a parameterized topology [10] . It has never been used in face recognition domain although it has been used in classification and pattern recognition problems [11] .
In this paper, an efficient and accurate technique based on genetic programming for face recognition is proposed. It is robust in intrinsic conditions such as pose, illumination, facial expression, etc. The experimental results, on ORL (Olivetti Research Laboratory) database of faces [12] , demonstrate that the proposed technique is effective for face recognition. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: A brief review of related work to face recognition given in Section 2. An introduction to genetic programming is provided in Section 3. Proposed technique with the experimental results is discussed in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions are summed up in Section 5.
A REVIEW OF RELATED WORK
The Most successful approaches to frontal face recognition are eigenface [13] , fisherface [4] , neural network [14] , dynamic link architecture [15] , hidden Markov model [16] . Since, eigenface is one of the most applicant approaches to face recognition [2] . It is also known as karhunen-loeve expansion, eigenpicture, eigenvector, or principal component analysis (PCA). Any face image could be approximately reconstructed by a small collection of weights for each face and a standard face image (eigenface). The weights of each face are obtained by projecting the face image onto the eigenface. In mathematical terms, eigenfaces are the principal components of the distribution of faces, or the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of the set of face images. The eigenvectors are ordered to represent different amounts of the variation, respectively, among the faces. Each face can be represented exactly by a linear combination of the eigenfaces. It can also be approximated using only the "best" eigenvectors with the largest eigenvalues. The best M eigenfaces construct an M dimensional space, i.e., the "face space" [2] . Eigenface appears as a fast, simple, and a practical method. But, in general, it does not provide invariance over changes in scale and lighting conditions. Sarawat Anam et al. [17] proposed a computational model for face recognition using the concept of genetic algorithm and Back-propagation Neural Network. This method consists of, three steps, pre-processing step that includes face acquisition, filtering, clipping, and edge detection. Second step is features extraction that extracts the features of the face images. Third step is recognition; in this step the extracted features have been fed into the genetic algorithm and Backpropagation Neural Network. Sarawat Anam et al. reported that the maximum efficiency is 82.61% for face recognition system using genetic algorithm but 91.30% using Backpropagation Neural Network.
Further, B. Bozorgtabar and G. Rad [11] proposed a technique for face recognition based on genetic programming. Firstly, the principal component analysis (PCA) method is used to extract features from the images. Secondly, genetic programming is used to classify image groups and a leveraging method is used to improve the results. Both of eigenface method in [18] and recognition method in [11] was tested on ORL database of faces. So, these two methods are used in the comparison with the proposed method.
GENETIC PROGRAMMING
Genetic programming is a collection of methods for the automatic generation of computer programs that solve carefully specified problems. It is an evolutionary computation technique that automatically solves problems without having to tell the computer explicitly how to do it [10] . Technically, it is a special evolutionary algorithm where the individuals in the population are computer programs. So, generation by generation genetic programming iteratively transforms populations of programs into other populations of programs [19] . Genetic programming constructs new programs by applying genetic operations which are specialized to act on computer program.
Genetic programming operates with very general, hierarchical computer programs [10] . These programs have just one syntactic form called Symbolic expression (Sexpression). It is equivalent to the parse tree for the computer program. Genetic programming trees and their corresponding expression can equivalently be represented in prefix notation [20] . Figure 1 shows the tree representation of the program x+3*y. The variables and constants (leaves of the tree) are called terminals, while the arithmetic operations (internal nodes) are called functions. Both of functions and terminals together form the primitive set of a genetic programming system.
Figure 1: A simple tree structure of genetic programming
When applying genetic programming to solve a problem, there are five major preparatory steps need to be specified [19, 21] . These steps are summarized as follows:-1. Terminal set that includes the external inputs of a program, constants, and the zero-argument functions.
2. Function set that includes the statements, operators, and functions available to the genetic programming system (arithmetic functions, mathematical functions, Boolean functions, conditional functions, and iteration functions).
3. Fitness function is used to summarize how close a given design solution is to achieving the set aims. It is a numeric value assigned to each member of a population to provide a measure of a solution to the problem. The goal of having a fitness evaluation is to give a feedback to the learning algorithm regarding which individuals should have a higher probability of being allowed to reproduce and which individuals should have a higher probability of being removed from the population. Fitness can be measured in many ways depends on the problem's type such as the amount of error between its output and the desired output, the amount of time required to bring a system to a desired target state, and the accuracy of the program in recognizing patterns or classifying objects.
4. Control parameters such as the population size, the probabilities of the genetic operations, and the maximum size for programs 5. Termination criterion is a predefined number which include a maximum number of generations to be run or it is an error tolerance on the fitness.
The first step to run a genetic programming is to initialize the population. Trees are the most common representation in genetic programming so; the syntactically valid trees must be constructed. The main parameter for the initialization method is the maximum tree depth. There are different methods for generating the random initial population [22] . The Grow and Full methods are considered to be the two simplest methods [9, 19] . In both grow and full methods, the initial individuals are generated so that they do not exceed a specified maximum depth in the tree. Grow method can be summarized as follows [9] :-1. Starting from the root of the tree, every node is randomly chosen as either a function or terminal.
2. If the node is a terminal, a random terminal is chosen.
3. If the node is a function, a random function is chosen, and that node is given a number of children equal to the arity (number of inputs) of the function. For every one of the function's children the algorithm starts again, unless the child is at depth m, in which case the child is made a randomly selected terminal.
Also, full method can be summarized as follows [9] :-1. Every node, starting from the root, with a depth less than d, is made a randomly selected function. If the node has a depth equal to d, the node is made a randomly selected terminal.
2. All functions have a number (equal to the artily of the function) of child nodes appended, and the algorithm starts again. Thus, only if d is specified as one, could this method produce a one-node tree.
The main genetic operations involved in genetic programming are the following:
1. Crossover: the creation of one or two offspring programs by recombining randomly chosen parts from two selected programs. determined, we have to decide whether to apply genetic operators to that individual and whether to keep it in the population or allow it to be replaced. There are many methods for how to select the best parents, such as roulette wheel selection [23] , rank selection [23, 24] , and tournament selection [23, 25] .
Finally, the general implementation of genetic programming algorithm can be summarized as the following algorithm [19] .
Algorithm 1:
PROPOSED METHOD
The most important goal in many areas such as artificial intelligence is to have computers automatically solve problems. So, genetic programming that defined as an evolutionary computation technique that automatically solves problems, is achieving this goal. A technique for face recognition based on genetic programming is proposed in this section. The ORL database of faces [12] is used to evaluate the performance of the proposed technique. It consists of 400 images with 10 different images for each of the 40 distinct individuals. The images vary across pose, size, time, and facial expression. The images were taken against a dark homogeneous background with the subjects in upright, frontal position with a tolerance for some tilting and rotation of up to about 20•. Scale varied up to about 10%. The spatial and graylevel resolutions of the images are 92×112 and 256, respectively.
Extracting features from face images is one of the most important steps in this technique that can be categorized as a geometric feature based method. The significant facial features are detected and the distances among them as well as other geometric characteristics are combined in a feature vector for face representation. This vector is determined by four variables (y, x1, x2, x3) where, y: is the face length. x1: is the nose width. x2: is the mouse width.
x3: is the distance between the eyes.
The proposed technique consists of two parts. Firstly, the feature vector of the face image is extracted then; genetic programming is applied on this vector to extract a mathematical formula for face representation. Secondly, the features are extracted from the input image and combined in a feature vector as previously. Then, this vector has been fed into the mathematical formula of all the stored faces in the database to find a match. The feature vector for the face image in Figure 2 is (108.0046, 23 .0000, 32.0156, and 40.1123).
Figure 2: A sample of face image
The main goal is to use the feature vector to extract a mathematical formula using genetic programming. The formula appears as the function y = f(x1, x2, x3) that solves in y. After extracting the formula, the best match to the input face image is determined by comparing it with all stored faces in the database. Consider a number of stored face images with their mathematical formula. Consequently, the feature vector of the input image is fed into the mathematical formula of these stored images. If the y value of the input image is equal or nearest to the y value of a stored image, then the input image is matched this stored image.
In the first part, the facial features of the face images are extracted and the distances among them are combined in a feature vector for face representation. Table 1 shows the feature vectors of the person in Figure 3 . Then, genetic programming is applied on the data that obtained in Table 1 to extract the mathematical formula, for the individual in Figure 3 , based on the number of the training images. Before apply this data to genetic programming the terminal set for feature vector (y, x1, x2, x3, and random 1: Randomly create an initial population of programs from the available primitives. 2: Repeat 3: Execute each program and evaluate its fitness. 4: Select one or two program(s) from the population with a probability based on fitness to participate in genetic operations. 5: Create new individual program(s) by applying genetic operations with specified probabilities. 6: Until: an acceptable solution is found or reaching a maximum number of generations. 7: Return the best-so-far individual.
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integer numbers) and the function set for feature vector (+, -, *, and /) are defined. The main initiative parameters to create the program that defines the formula for the feature vectors are defined in Table 2 . Figure 4 shows a part of the mathematical formula in S-expression for the feature vectors shown in Table 1 with 6 train images. The best-of-run individual program was found on generation 474 and had a standardized fitness measure of 3.015807E-8 with 6 hits (Sexpression). Table 1 with 6 train images.
In the second part, a comparison between the input image and all stored images to find the best match is achieved. Consider a three face images, as shown in Figure 5 , stored in the database and their feature vectors are shown in Table 3 .
Figure 5: Three different face images
Then, genetic programming is applied on the data in Table 3 depending on the number of the training images to extract the mathematical formula for each individual. Consider the input image as shown in Figure 2 the results of evaluating the feature vector of the input image with the mathematical formula of the stored images, in Figure 5 , are illustrated in Table 4 . The absolute difference of y value for the input image and each of the three images is used to determine the matching. From Table 4 , Image3 is matched the input image.
B. Bozorgtabar and G. Rad [11] applied their proposed technique on ORL database. They reported a recognition rate of 63.5% at 5 training images and 67.5% at 9 training images by using genetic programming, whereas they reported a recognition rate of 91.5% at 5 training images and 92.5% at 9 training images by using a leveraged genetic programming. In addition, V. Akalin [19] applied Eigenface technique on ORL database and the recognition rate results are reported in Table 5 . The recognition rate of the proposed technique with different numbers of training images is shown in Table 6 . . . . 
Image1 Image2 Image3

CONCLUSION
Face recognition is one of the most fundamental functions for many kinds of intelligent robots. The main goal for researchers is to implement recognition algorithms that are more efficient for face recognition. So, the aim of this paper is to present an accurate face recognition technique that based on genetic programming. The main advantage of this technique is to recognize the face automatically without having to tell the computer explicitly how to do it. Furthermore, this technique does not need threshold parameters. From the experimental results, it can be seen that the proposed technique is an efficient and accurate for face recognition that is robust in intrinsic conditions such as varying lighting condition, varying facial expression, varying pose, etc.
